Choosy says, “Let’s write!”

Children can hone their writing and literacy skills with Choosy’s writing activity. Incorporate health themes as you practice writing and fine motor skills.

“Choosy says “What’s your favorite healthy word?”

What is the missing letter?

Apple

Broccoli

What is the missing letter?

Loss

Rike

Find more free printables and do-it-together activities at choosykids.com
Children can hone their writing and literacy skills with Choosey's writing activity. Incorporate health themes as you practice writing and fine motor skills. “Choosey says “What’s your favorite healthy word?”

What is the missing letter?

- Orange
  - G
  - O
  - N

- Slide
  - S
  - H
  - R

What is the missing letter?

- Carrot
  - C
  - P
  - W

- Toothbrush
  - L
  - M
  - T
Choosy says, “Let’s write!”
Children can hone their writing and literacy skills with Choosy’s writing activity. Incorporate health themes as you practice writing and fine motor skills. “Choosy says “What’s your favorite healthy word?”

What is the missing letter?

___pple
A I O

___roccoli
C P B

What is the missing letter?

___loss
B F T

___rike
K T L

Find more free printables and do-it-together activities at choosykids.com
Choosy says, “Let’s write!”
Children can hone their writing and literacy skills with Choosy’s writing activity.
Incorporate health themes as you practice writing and fine motor skills.
“Choosy says “What’s your favorite healthy word?”

What is the missing letter?

___range

G O N

___lide

S H R

What is the missing letter?

___arrot

C P W

___oothbrush

L M T